
In celebration of Dia De Los Muertos {Day of the Dead} many 
build Altares {Altars} in honor of their loved ones who have passed.

An altar is a space used to place all the wonderful things that remind you of 
those who have passed. It consists of pictures, candles, flowers, treats, and 
of course yummy foods.

They are considered offerings to the dead who come to visit us on this one 
magical day.

http://www.spanglishbaby.com/tag/day-of-the-dead/


To make your own Day of the Dead Shoebox Altar 
you need:
shoe-box (small); wrapping paper to cover your box; pictures of passed 
loved ones; items loved ones enjoyed- remember anything counts as an 
offering; candles; flowers- play a big part in the decor of an altar; adhesive 
to stick all your goods

To build your altar:
1- Wrap your box in paper. It’s nice to use bright colors perhaps even colors 
your loved ones liked.

2-Place your pictures. It’s best to adhere them to the inside wall of the 
box.We used Popsicle sticks to create frames. It was a nice touch to 
decorate.

3. Place any other decor. We used wooden crosses, religious saint pictures 
and lots of hearts and gems.

4. Add other treats and foods. Anything from chocolates to chips to real 
food.Here’s the story behind our own Altar:



Here’s the story behind our Altar:
My Nana and Tata were my grandparents.

My Tata always had a sweet tooth. You could always count on him to share 
his stash of bite sized Butterfinger chocolate bars.

My Nana was a curandera. She constantly smelled like Vicks Vapor rub. 
That’s what she used to sobar, massage, the sick.

She also loved to eat Dorito chips.

The clothes-pin represents both my grandparents. My Nana would hang 
clothes on a clothes line my Tata made in the back yard. When the clothes 
pins would break my Tata would always fix them. My Tata was quite the 
handy man.

The religious crosses represent their faith. The picture of the Saint is one 
both my grandparents believed in. He continues to be sacred in our family.


